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NELSON Worldwide Launches Path to Principal Program
! Award-winning architecture, design, and strategy
firm NELSON Worldwide is proud to announce the
appointment of 30 leaders in its newly created Path
to Principal program.
This new program is designed to create a stronger alignment between the long-term
compensation of NELSON’s leaders and the firm’s long-term financial success. It will also
better reward leaders who uphold the NELSON purpose and vision of being Purpose Led,
Design Driven, and Performance Focused while boldly transforming all dimensions of the
human experience.
“We are excited to recognize those leaders within our organization who are affecting
change throughout the firm, promoting NELSON and our people in the marketplace,” said
John “Ozzie” Nelson Jr. “Their efforts are invaluable to the success of the firm, and now we
have a powerful mechanism to reward those who create tangible value for our clients and
the firm.”
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Thinkspace Announces Promotion of Lindsay Fuhr
! Thinkspace announced the promotion of
Lindsay Fuhr to the newly created position, of
Manager of the Sales Specialist Team. In this
role, she will be responsible for developing and
implementing new sales, service, and support
processes to streamline and enhance the customer
experience.
“As we continue to grow and build the support and
service capabilities to our independent rep network
and dealers across the U.S., we are excited to have
Lindsay take on these exciting new improvements,”
said Anjul Chandi, vice president of Thinkspace.
Fuhr joined Thinkspace in 2021 and was
instrumental in helping the company support
and grow its network of independent sales representatives. She brings over 10 years of
experience in customer and sales support to this role. Fuhr is a graduate of Coe College
with a bachelor’s degree in psychology.
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